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1. 1 BACKGROUND INFORKA.'XION
This is the final Report on Part 11 of Contract NAS9-5425,
between the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas and Varian
Associates of Palo Alto, California, for the development of a Rubidium
Atomic Time and Frequency Reference System for later manned spacecraft use.
Part 11 of the contract was subcontracted with NASA approval to
the General Radio Company, West Concord, Massachusetts, under Varian
Subcontract VQE-1301.
The Work Statement applicable to the Part 11 development of
the Spacecraft Atomic Timing System is 67-EE-12, dated November 21, 1967,
and as later modified in Amendments 3, 4, and 6 to NA99-5425.
Details of the deliverable items of hardware and software are
given in more detail below.
1.2 HARDWARE RE UIREW,,NTS,
The contract calls for the delivery of two Engineering Models
designed-and fabricated to demonstrate the technical soundness of the
design of a Spacecraft Atomic Timing System, using a-Rubid'Lum reference-
cell in the frequency stabilizing loop.
Mating connectors for external connection to the "SATS" are
required.
1.3 SOFTWARE _RE2UI_KER',ffsNTS
1.3.1 REPORTS
Monthly Progress Reports were required and were submitted
through Varian to NASA-MSC throughout the performance of the
contract. These reports included descriptions of overall progress,
indications of current problems and proposed solutions, and
discussions of work to be performed in the next monthly report-
ing period.
MOL,
A Final Report to document and summarize the results of the
entire Part 11 phase of the Contract was also a requirement.
This Final Report is submitted in response to this requirement.
1.3.2 SCHEMATICS AND M17,CHANICAL DM WINGS
Three sets of detailed electrical schematics and mechanical
drawings are required and are being Submitted as a deliverable
item. These drawings include detailed parts lists. Certain
portions of the Optical Package, Master Oscillator and the sub-
contracted Microwave Multiplier-Mixer and Power Supply contain
data proprietary to the manufacturers, and are so marked.
An 8 x 10 in film positive reduction of each supplied
drawing was prepared and is being submitted as a deliverable
item;
1.3.3 INSTRUCTION 1,1ANUALS
An Instruction Manual, sufficient to connect to, set up,
and operate the "SATS" was prepared and supplied to NASA-MSC.
1.3.4 DESIGN REVIEWS
A Design Review with General Radio, Varian and NASA
personnel was held when the design of the Engineering Models
was essentially complete, and prior to their construction.
NASA and Varian personnel visited the General Radib
facility during the contract for progress review.
A final Design Review is planned for N&SA-MSC.
a 1- 4 QUAIMM i^%CIfAN..CCiL PRINCIPLES OF RUBIDIUM Mg NCX STANDARDS
Their high Q and long-term Stability make atoiiiic hyperfine transitions
a:
useful for frequency control. The following description of the principles ixt-
volved, while much s implified, may serge to acquaint the reader with the quantum
t
f
machani.cs involved.
Rubidium, one of the alkali metals, has one single electron in the
a5th shell
	 ^-. There are two natural isotopes of rubidium, Rb $S• , N- iich is stable,
and Rb 87 , which is radioactive with a half-life of6 x 10 10 years (a radiator)	 F
Figure l is a simplified energy level diagram for kb8 7 . The 5S1/2 is
the ,ground state of the 5th shell. electron; 5P1/2 and 5P3/2 are the excited
a
states. The quantum numbers,
 F, designate the hyperfine levels and are
determined by
 the vector sums of the nuclear angular momentum and the electron
ik spin. In the presence of a magnetic field, H, each hyperfine level has a number
of Zeeman sublevels designated ZY MF
 is determined by the component of r along
the direction of the field H. The Mr 0 sublevel is least dependent on the
field Ii, as the nuclear field is perpendicular to the external field.
The energy difference between- the 5Sl/2, F = 2 2
 Mi, = 0, and the
551/2, F M 1, I+, = 0 hyperfine levels corresponds to about 6835 MHz. In order
to obtain this transition, an overpopulation in the 5Sl/2, F = 2 stage is required.
This population difference can be induced by "optical pumping". Rb87 vapor is
exposed to light of proper wavelength and the absorption of photon energy pumps
some of the atoms from the ground state to the excited states. The atoms remain
in the excited sates for less than 30 ns and then decay back to the ground state.
The energy difference is reradiated. Figure 2 shows the basic transitions involved
in the optical, pumping	 `
	  p' g process.: To producea population difference between the`
i
V 2 and F --7-- 1 around states, it is necessary to pump ., selectively, from the
F I ground state to one of the excited states. As the probabilities for decay
back into the P = 2 and F = 1 ground state are almost equal, tile result is a
depletion of the F = I ground state with respect to the F = 2 ground state)
i.e., more atoms in each sublevel of F = 2 than in F = 1.
Figure I shows how the various components of the light from a Rb 87
discharge lamp connect the levels. Tile light from this lamp contains two major
spectral lines, the 'Rb 87 DI line at about 7949 i, and the Rb 87 D2 line at about
7800 A. Absorption of one photon of the DI line moves one atom from the ground
state 5SI/2 to the excited state 5PI
-
/2. Absorption of one photon of the D2
line moves one atom from 5SI/2 to the 5P3/2 state. Each of the D lines cottAVMs
of two hyperfine components, "a ll and "b". The "a" component pumps from the
5SI/2 F = 2 level, and the "b" component front
	 5S1/2 F = I level.
To obtain the desired net population in the 5SI/2, F = 2 state the
a components-of the D lines must be removed. The extremely small difference
in w-veleiigth	 .06 A) ma lKes the filter requirements quite stringent. Fortu-
nately, another isotope of rubidium (Rb 85 provides the means. The spectral
characterl,stics of the Rb85
 isotope are quite similar to Rb87 but there is a
slight difference in the hyperfine structure. Figure 3 shows the hyperfine
spectrum of the Rb 87
 D lines and the Rb 85
 D lines. The "a ll component of Rb 87
 D
and the "A" component of Rb 85
 D overlap, but there is a difference in wavelength
for the Rb 87 D b and Rb85
 D B components, As 'a result, when light from an Rb87
lamp is passed through Rb 85
 vapor, the "a" component is absorbed but the "b"
component passes the filter cell and pumps from the 5SI/2 F I level in the
absorption cell as required.
I.
f	
	
If a magnetic bias (C field) and a raicrowave field of proper frequency
are applied to the Rb87 vapor in the absorption cell, transitions from the over-
populated 551/2 r = 2 state to the depleted 5S1/2 F = 1 state are stimulated.
Each atom reaching the 551,/2 T.' = 1 state can than absorb one photon of the
pumping light. The absorption of pumping light is detected, and minimum light
passed (maximum absorption) indicates proper frequency. The energy gain realized
in this type of detection is about 5 x 104 , as each radio-photon at 6835 MHz
4 cm) causes one photon at the Dl line 	 8 x 10"5 cm) to be absorbed.
The light: variations are used to adjust the frequency of the RF source. The
energy of the 6835 Iffiz transition is the difference between the energies of tite
Rb37 Dl, b component and the decay energy from the 5P'L/2 excited state to the
5S1/2 F = 2 ground state, or nearly the same as the difference between the
energies of the two hyperfine components of the pl line. The decay energy
(5PI/2 551./2) is absorbed by collision with buffer gas atoms to prevent optical.
reradiation. This process is called "quenching".
4//F= 3kM 
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1.5	 UTILIZATION Or TH ATOMIC TRANSITION FOR TRF URNICY CONTROL
The quantum mechanical principles discussed in the preceding section
are utilized in the SATS rubidium frequency standard to provide a discriminator
^I
characteristic which serves as a means to lock the frequency of a Master Crystal t
j
Oscillator to the highly stable atomic resonance.
The optical absorption of the Rb 87
 absorption cell inside the Optical l
Package is maximum when the Rr excitation frequency is exactly equal to that of
the rubidium resonance.	 Thus, the photodetector output is a minimum at this
excitation frequency; this absorption characteristic is shown in Figure 4 A.
A typical rubidium absorption characteristic has a maximum absorption of 0.1%0
of the total light and a width of a few hundred hertz.	 This corresponds to a
resonance with a Q of 10-20 million.
A triangular waveform at the fundamental modulation frequency is
produced by the servo-amplifier 14uodulstion integrator" and applied to an RF
phase modulator.
	 This results in square-wave frequency modulation, a signal whose
frequency is constant at one value for one half-cycle of the modulation and at
' another value for the second half-cycle.
When such a signal is used to excite the rubidium discriminator
three different situations are possible; the center frequency may be either
(l) below,	 (2) equal to, or (3) above the rubidium resonant frequency.
xf `the excitation frequency is sufficiently below or above the rubidium"
4
"line" no signal- at all will be produced. 	 (This would very likely be the case
.
I
when a unit is first turned on since the
 
Master Crystal Os cillator frequency has
a
,
 range, of several parts per million while the line width is about a thousand
times less.	 Under these conditionsthe lock detector must sense lack of signal
and sweep the frequency toward the line.)
When the center frequency is within the 1. ine ^ an error signal is produced.
If the excitation center frequency is below the center of the line the photodetector
output will decrease most during the half-cycles of modulation, when the frequency
is at its higher value. If the excitation center frequency is above the line
the output will decrease most during the half-cycles when the frequency is lower.
The error signal therefore has a component at the modulation frequency whose
phase is 180° different depending on iihether the center frequency is below or
above the center or the line. This is the rubidium discriminator action used
by the frequency lock loop and shoran in Figure 4 B. The fundamental signal is
a maximum when the center frequency is at the maximum slope of the absorption
characteristic and is zero at the center of the line.
At or near the center of the line the excitation frequency passes
through the minimum of the absorption characteristic twice per modulation cycle.
This results in an error signal component at a frequency equal to twice the
t
modulation rate. Tlzi,s second harmonic signal, while_ not used by (and indeed a	 3
f
problem for) the frequency lock loop, is used by the lock detector to indicate
a locked condition,.
f
Many parameters influence the properties of the rubidium system error
signal, most of which are strongly interacting,	 s
Inside the Optical Package these include lamp, filter, and absorption
cell construction and operating conditions and also the photodetector efficiency. 	 t
Outside the Optical Package, the significant parameters include RV
excitation level, modulation rate and modulation deviation.
The resulting signal properties which are significant to the servo-
amplifier design and operation are the amplitude and phase (with respect to the
modulation signal) of the fundamental and second harmonic signals.
T
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 SATS
rigure 2995-9159-2A shows the basic block diagram of the SATS.
RF at the rubidium hyperfine transition frequency of 6834.688 Mz is
derived from a Master Crystal Oscillator operating at 8.192 b-niz and applied to
the Optical Package. The Optical Package functions as a discriminator, producing
an error signal which is processed by the servo amplifier to lock the frequency
of the Master Crystal Oscillator to the rubidium resonance. The 8.192-MIN Master
Crystal Oscillator is therefore controlled or "steered" by the highly stable
atomic resonance and provides drive to the digital clock and thence the SAT ,
output circuits.
Synthesis of the microwave drive used to excite the atomic transition
begins by generating signals at 61.44 MHz and 14.848 191z These two signals are
produced by Phase-Locked Crystal Oscillator Multiplier (PLOM) circuits whose
frequencies are related to the 8.192-DIHz Master crystal. Oscillator by the
ratios (15/2) and (29/16), respectively. The signal at 61.4.4 M1iz is then
multiplied in frequency by a factor of 111, to produce a signal at 6819.84 Mliz
This signal is mixed with the output of the 14.848 MHz PLOM, producing an upper
sideband'component at the desired rubidium transition frequency of 6834.688 MHz
Other blocks of the SATS include a heater controller to maintain ovens
in the Optical Package at the required operatinD temperatures; a magnetic field
bias network for fine-frequency adjustment; and a power supply to serve the
various circuits. Each SATS block or module is described in detail in the next
section of this report.
A more detailed block diagram of the complete SATS is included as
print 2995-9159-2DA/1. This print shows all of the available electrical signals
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2.1 OPTICAL PACK&CE
A cutaway of the optical package is shown in Print 2995-9159- 1.
`The Lwiip Oscillator assembly is on the left. The Microwave cavity contains
the absorption cell, the photodetector, and m link to feed in the microwave
excitation sigual via a coax cable. RF radiation through the apertures of the
light beam is reduced by waveguide-beyond-cMtt:off sections at both ends of the
	 3i
cavity. The waveguide section on the right-contains the photodetect;or, the one
on the left- (toward the lamp) holds the isotope filter cell. A tip sink, common
to both the filter cell and the absorption cell, controls excess rubidium i.n
both cells.
A bias- field winding, directly on the cavity, permits fine adjustment	 }
of frequency.
The cavity assembly is temperature-controlled at 75 °C, the tip sink
at 70 °C. The cavity assembly contains both the filter cell and absorption cell.
As the isotope filter and the absorption cell operate at Mire same
temperature, it is possible to obtain extremely low temperature coefficients
by adjusting the gas filling of the absorption cell.
 to result in a temperature
coefficient equal and of opposite sign to that of the isotope filter.
-11The ;isotope filter has a temperature coefficient of about -2 x 10 /°C.
The temperature coefficient of the absorption cells can be reproduced to better
than +1 x 10 - ^ l/°C from design center, resulting in an overall temperature
coefficient of less than, 1 x 10 11 /°C in ma i.tude. The lamp-oscillator assembly
has a temperature coefficient of +1 x 1.0'11/°C.
The thermal losses of the optical package (the required Beater power)
t
are a major portion of the total power budget. These losses have been minimized
by use of highly efficient thermal insulation. The main oven uses "I\'opco 8402"
urethane foam of low density and the lamp.oven uses "Emerson & Cum ng type FPIV
urethane foam. The choice of materials is dictated by the operating temperatures
t
of the ovens. The I1402 foam has excellent thermal insulating properties, but its
t'
maximum operating temperature is about 100 0C (long- terns exposure) . The FPIi
foam has hi;lier• thermal conductivity (more losses) but can be operated to
about 154 °C. The use of different: mal.erial.s is therefore justified on the
basis of minimum losses consIctent with the required operating temperature.
The heater windings are bi.fl.ar (to reduce magnetic effects) and hound on
anodized aluminum cylinders. This provides electrical insulation between heater
windings and ground in addition to the high quality insulation on the wire it-
self, for highest reliability.
The Demperature sensors are glass-enclosed thermistor meads attached
to the heater cylinders by means of thermally conductive epoxy for a high degree
of coupling between the sensor and the controlled environment.
Considerable thought has been given to potential hazards in case of
failure of a temperature controller. Urethane foams, when exposed to excessive
temperatures, decompose. This results in objectionable furies and development of,
substantial, quantities of gases. As the optical package is hermetically sealed,
Runes are contained. However, should a very large quantity of gas develop; the
pressure could possibly build tap to the rupture point of the enclosure. No
completely satisfactory solution has been found to date. The Main-Oven with its
75°C operating temperature has a larger margin of safety than the lamp oven.
I
The available maximum Main--eater poster is not enough to heat the foam to the
point where large quantities of gas develop. The Lamp-Oven, however, in case of
controller failure, will cause this conditions. The obvious solution is to pro-
vide overtemperature protection by a secondary control element. A bimetallic
thermostat was considered first but ruled out because of unpredictable perfor-
	 Y`r•	 xt
mance under vibration (at least for the small size device` required). The decision
•
was made to install a fusible link in the Lamp-Oven. A device was selected, j
i
designed to operate' reliably, under shock and vibration. This fusible link
failed to disconnect, in one experiment, after exposure to over-temperature due
	r	
_
to solder bridging between t:he contacts, and the present design omits this
	
'	 link. in view of the possibility of gas development, the optical package
was pressure tested. No deformation was noted at 45 PSIG. It is now felt
that rupture cannot occur, even with failure of all temperature controllers
8o that fumes and gases are contained safely.
Magnetic Effects:
The frequency of the rubidium transition is magnetic field dependent
r f = 573 11 
where Af is the offset (in Hz) from the undisturbed transition frequency and H'
is the axial field (in Gauss).
Two Mu-metal shields reduce the effects of external fields to a few
parts in 10 11
 per Gauss, considered consistent with the overall error budget
for the SATS. At the cost of additional weight
	 lb) a third shield could
make this effect negligible.
The magnetic dependence of the frequency is used to provide a frequency
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2.1.1 TAMP Os CILLATOrt
The light source for the optical pumping is an electrode-
less, gaseous- discharge, bulb containing a small quantity of
rubidium isotope 87 and some krypton aas. The discharge is excited
by an RF power oscillator running at about 95 MHz, A diagram of
the oscillator is shown in Pint 2995-4842-2 AA/1. High-Q and series
tuning provide a high RF voltage across the lamp coil (L101). Under
operating condition, transistor bias is provided through 8101 in
series with 8104. R104 is selected in test to set the AC current
to approximately 55 mA. To start the lamp, extra bias is applied
through the starter lead.
The entire assembly is temperature-controlled at
approximately 122° C. During warmup of the lamp ovens the gaseous
discharge undergoes a number of mode changes. At low temperature
(room temperature) the vapor pressure of rubidium is very low and
the light emission spectrum is essentially that of the krypton gas,	 j
Under normal operating conditions, the spectrum is predominantly
	 f
that of rubidium, as rubidium has lower ionization potential than
krypton.
Between these two well -defined modes there exists a
transition phase where rapid oscillations between the two modes occur.
The location of the lamp oscillator- assembly inside the
ti	 z
optical package is shown in Print 2995-9159 -1 A photograph of the
assembly is shown as Figure 7.
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2.1.2	 k H0TOD o",TECTOR AND PREAMPl"AF IER
The photodetector is a silicon photo diode (solar cell) made
from 1000-ohm material..
	 The high resistivity material was chosen to
obtain low capacitance.
	 Print: 2995-9159- r 2 DD/l. is a diagram of the
preamplifier.
	 The photodetector looks unto a low impedance load and the
voltage across the photodetector is always less than 10 W.
	 The feed-
back configuration of the monolythic operational amplifier IC-1 is such that
input and output impedance are low and the transfer function is a trans-
impedance, i.e., assuming infinite open loop gain for the Op-Amp, the
tkansimpedances are determined as follows
for DC	 Z^ = R1 + RZ
s
R1R2
for Modulation Signal
	 ZT = ^ R3	 6
i
the frequency response is shaped by C 2
 and C3 to provide rolloff for low
frequencies (low DC gain) and for high frequencies (low RF gain).
As the transi mpedance- for DC is 498 kR , a DC level of 10 V at the output
terminal of the preamp corresponds to about 20 µA of photocurrent.
	
The
AC gain can be adjusted by R 	 and isset to produce approximately 2.5 mV
6
- 10.
rms of fundamental signal for a frequency error of 1 x 10
'
If the lamp is not started, there is no photocurrent,and the
DC output level of the preamp is near zero volts.
	 Under proper operating
conditions the level is between -1.10 and ^+20 volts.	 This DC 14ve1 shift is
used to activate the lamp starter (see Servo Amp) circuit.
The preamplifier is located between the inner and outer mu-
metal shields
Break-A-Way View of 02tical Package
r
i
Figure: 8 is a break-a-way photo of the Optical Package Components.
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2.2 MASTER CRYSTAL MILLATOR. AND VII.A$r,,-LOCI,',^^,D-OSCIIT,,.ATOR
AW
This module assembly, depicted in Print 2995-4848 ; consists
of three sections: (1) the 8.192 MIN (VCXO) 'Waster Crystal aucill,4-
tor, (2) the 61.44 MW-, PLOM p and (3) the 14.848 MHz PLOD .
Each of these three submodules is discussed in the balance of
this section of the report.
Photographs of the blaster Crystal Oscillator, 61.44 MHz and
14.848 MHz PLOM's are shown as Figures 10 and 11. Print 2995-4848/2
depicts the pftyscial locations of the sub modules.
2.2 .1 8.192 MHz V0X0 (MASTER CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR)
A proprietary General Radio 10 MHz Crystal Oscillator
design used as a precision time-base oscillator in electronic counters
served as the basis for this SATS component. A special 8.192 MHz
quartz crystal ., zener reference diode and -temperature control ther-
mistor are substituted for the equivalent parts of a General Radio
standard unit for this SATS application.
The oscillator circuit is a Colpitt's configuration with
a junction field-effect -transistor as the active device. Both the
quartz crystal and the oscillator circuit are inside an oven which
is held at constant temperature by an internal proportional-oven
control circuit. A-9-volt zener diode is also in the temperature
controlled enviropm:^^nt and is used as the reference for the 20-volt
power supply regulator. A three-stage buffer amplifier follows the
crystal oscillator and provides the output from this unit,
A photograph of the Master Crystal Oscillator, during
assembly, is shown as Figure 9..
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2.2.2 61, 44 'M 1 1% 1"I.01A
Introduction:
The 61.44 MIN PLOM, (11has e -Locked -Osc illa tor Miultiplier) performs
two functions: (1) multiplication of 4096 kHz (one-half the 8.192 IAIIZ
input frequency) by a factor of 15 to produce 61.44 Mau drive for tile
Microwave Multipliar-Mi.xer; (2) modulation of the 61.44 MHz Output to
provide an error signal for the servo • loop. These two functions are
accomplishes as shown in the block diagram of Print 2995-4848-2DA2/1.
Freguency Multi,2lication:
A signal at the rubidium hyperfine transition frequency must be
produced by multiplication and synthesis of the crystal oscillator output
at 8.192 MHz. The first portion of this frequency multiplication is
accomplished by phase-locking a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator
(VCYCO) operating at 61.44 YjHz to the 15th harmonic of 4096 kHz. A sampling-
type phase detector is usedand the phase-lock loop has wide bandwidth
5 kliz) as required for best spectral purity of the 61.44 1,1112 output.
The lock range is sufficiently wide ( 1-50 ppm) to maintain lock as the
oscillator free-running frequency changes with temperature, aging, etc.
Freouency Modulation:
Low distortion frequency modulation is an essential requirement
of any rubidium frequency standard. Even-order (2nd, 4th, etc.) harmonic
distortion of the fm applied to the rf which excites the rubidium hyperfine
transition shifts the center of the rf spectrum causing P. frequency offset
from the center of the rubidium resonance. Second harmonic distortion at
600 11z must be down about 60 dB (0.1%) if the offset is to be 41 x 10'11.
A phasca--loc:k loop can serve as a low distortion phase modulator,.
A triangular i-.ave phase modulation signal injected at the input. of Lhe lock.
loop do amplifier (see print 2995.4848--2DA2/1) wi.l.l, produce square-t•7ave
frequency modulation of the a:f output:. F urtherimore, the closed loop
provides negative feedback which serves to linearize the frequency versus
control voltage characteristic of the VCXO and thus reduces modulation
distortion. The resulting transfer function of the modulator is the
reciprocal of the phase-detector transfer function. In order to maintain
constant fm deviation it is therefore necessary to keep the rf input  to
the phase detector constant and desirable to provide high do loop gain. in
order to minimize changes i,n the phase detector operating point.
Circuit Descri. tion s
These requirements are met by the circuit shown in Print 2995 - 48$0--2D
and described as follows;
(l) 4,^J. l Divider (Dual ,
 rl.i, -XF ;!_o )
Input from a transformer secondary winding in the 8.192 MHz crystal
oscillator is applied through the Rl, C1 network to the first flip-flop clock
terminal. This network provides self-bias des igned to produce a do level
between the "0" and "1" logic thresholds for optimum triggering of the flip-
flop from a sine-wave input si gnal  amplitude of about 3 volts peak to peak.
The 4096 kIx flip-flop output drives the strobe pulse generator and
the second flip-flop.
The 2048 kHz output from the second flip-flop is used to drive
the 14.848 MHz PLOM.
f
-
I
E^i
}t
(2) l xobe ru lze G?norator;
A fast strobe pulse for the sampling phase detector is produced .
by a step-recovery diode, CR4, and this por6ion of the circuit.
4096 WN drive fro}^ the first- flip-flop is applied through the
0111 0 CR2, R2, R3, C3 network to transistor Q1. This network simulates a
DTL logic interface. Ehen the flip-flop  is in the 110 11 state (l.o%a) Ql is
off and a forward current of 10 m.A flows through CR4 as established by
R4 and the CR5 zener voltage. When the flip-flop is triggered to the "I"
state (high) Ql is turned on and diverts the current from CR4. Since the
anode of 0123 goes nearly to ground, CR4 is actually reverse biased. Forward
current will continue to flow through CR4 for a short- time, however, until
the charge stored in its depletion region is swept out. The diode then
switches abruptly to the off state, producing a negative pulse of about
7 volts amplitude and 2-ns duration at its anode. Inductor Ll keeps the
Current_ through Ql constant during this interval, preventing the pulse
from being absorbed by Ql, and capacitor C5 couples the pulse to the primary
'ryM e
of TI. The strobe pulse generator thus produces e pulse with a;duration
only a fr... ,, tion of an rf carrier period at 61.44 MHz (16 ns) as required
by the phase detector.
(3) Phas e Detector
The strobe pulse is applied to the 4-diode (CR7-CRIO) sampling,
phase detector through `1.'l and capacitors C6, and C7. Diode C1z6 clips off
any undesired positive overshoot on the pulse.
The instantaneous 61.44 MHz signal amplitude is applied through
'
	 the sampling detector to the holding capacitor C9 during the strobe pulse
interval when the sampling diodes are turned on. The charging time constant'
i	 is sufficiently short to allow C9 to charge to about 80% of the rf amplitude
	
tt
during a 2-ns strobe pulse.
{
FRoverse bias is applied to the detector dtodes to insure the
brid &c s ill neat pass rf without tho. presence of a strobe pulse. This isU
accomplished by the voltage drop across R6 which is about 3 volts.
The holding time constant of the sampling detector is determined
by C9 and 14y8 (the de amplifier input current is aegli gible) and is very
long compared with a 4096 kliz carrier cycle as is desired for high
detector efficiency.
The R9, ClI network isolates the dc ampl"fier from the phase
detector strobe pulse while C8 and T2 accomplish the same thing for the
crystal oscillator.
(4) RC_AMilifier:
The dc amplifier is a straightforjqard application of a monolithic
integrated circuit operational ampli fier. The amplifier is operated without
dc feedback since the highest dc loop gain is desirable for modulator stability.
The RII P C14 network together Frith. R10 establishes the ac gain of the
ampl-ifier.	 The triangular-wave modulation si gnal is applied through R12
and the fm deviation adjusted with RIO.
(5)	 Crystal Oscillator:
The 61.4.4 MHz crystal oscillator is a configuration with noninverting
gain provided by a grounded-base stage and a positive feedback path from the
secondary of transformer T3 through quartz crystal XI to the emitter of Q2.
Coarse adjustment of oscillator frequency is provided ' by L3 while the two
series connected variable capacitance diodes, CRII and CR12, provide voltage
control of frequency over a range of about 100 ppm.	 inductor L2 is used to
tune out the static capacitance of the quartz crystal.
(6)	 ALC Amplifier:
Constant oscillator output level, required primarily to keep the fm
deviation constant, is provided by the ALC amplifier.
	 Diode CR13 detects the
rf output level anti ,'.-Ji-e ALC amplifier varies the oscillator bias as required
to maintain constant output level.
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2.2.3 14.848 MID PLOM
Introduction
The 14.848 MID,, PLO;`1 (111ase Locked Oscillator Multiplier) accepts an
input signal at 2048 M17. from the 61.44 MHz PLOIA board., divides it by a factor
of four to 512 kl-N, than multiplies this frequency by 29 to produce a signal at
14.848 I-17, which drives the .i-f port of the Microwave Mull:i.pliar- Mixer. The
frequency multiplication is accomplished by phase locking a voltage-controlled
crystal oscil.l.ator. (VCXO) operating at 14.848 MIN to the 29tH harmonic of
512 kHz. The crystal oscillator drives a temperature-compensated cascade
amplifier circuit. A variable attenuator network follows the amplifier and
provides an adjustable rf level to the microwave mixer.. A block diagram of the
14.848 MHz PLOM is included in Print 2995.6.843-21)A3/1
Circuit Description:
The schematic circuit diagram of the 14.848 M1I7, PLONI is Print 2995-
4881-2D/2; the unit operates as follows;
(1) Strobe ].pulse Generator;
The dual flap-flop 101 accepts a 2048 kHz T 2 L square-wave signal
at 512 kliz. This signal is coupled by C2 to the base of Q1, the strobe pulse
,
generator stage. Transistor Ql is turned on during the posi tive transi.sti.ons
of the 512 kIiz signal. This produces a current pulse through transformer T1
which tarns on diodes CR2 and CR3 for an interval of about 15 ns.
(2') Phase Detector:
RP from' the crystal oscillator is coupled through` C5 and C6 into
the sampling phase detector. During a strobe pulse the holding capacitor C7 is
charged to the instantaneous amplitude of the rf signal through `CR2`and CR3.
The strobe pulse duration ' is short compared with the period' of the 14.848 ^IHa
signal, and the C7 charging time constant 'is shorter than the strobe pulse
duration, the conditions required for good detector efficiency. In addition, the
t
C7 holdin- time con r gait is long comparad with a period of the 512, km input0
frequency. reverse bias of the st-Apling diodes is provided by the voltage
drop across R4 to prevent rf feedt1wough when no strobe pulse is present.
(3) DC Amt? Iifiar:
The dc amplifier circuit is a straightfon4ard application of a
monolythic IC operational amiplifier.
(4) Crystal Oscillator:
Vie 14.848 MIN crystal oscillator is a Colpitt's configuration
with the Q2 stage providing inverting transconductance determined by 1114, with C12,
C13 and the crystal providing the 180* phase shift required for positive feed-
back. Inductor LI prevents oscillation at the crystal's fundamental mode,
diode CR5 provides amplitude limiting and variable capacitance diode CP,4 permits
voltage control of .frequency. Transistor Q3 is an emitter follower which pro-
vides isolation between the oscillator and phase detector.
(5) RF Amplifier;
I 
Transistors Q4 and Q5 form a cascode amplifier which produces an
output of about +12 dBm. Diodes CR6 and _CR7 serve to teemperature-col'apeasate
the output power. Resistors R23, R24, and R25 form variable attenuator network
which adjust the signal applied to the 14.848 MIN input of the mixer section of
the Microwave 14m It ip Iier- Mixer.
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2.3 RF AMPLIFIER MODULE (21995-48491
Introduction:
The 61.4 .4111,1z RF Amplifier Module serves to amplify the -10 dBm
output of the 61.44 MHz PLOM, providing a stabilized drive level of +13
dBm to the Xlll Microwave Multiplier.
Block Diagram Description (See Print 2995-4549-2DA)
The 61.44 rail RF Amplifier contains two stages, the first a
cascode configuration with voltage variable gain and the second, a
grounded base stage. Both are tuned to 61.44 MHz with transformer
coupled outputs. The output level of the second stage is sensed by an
automatic level control circuit. which controls the gain of the first
stage as required to maintain constant output,
Circuit Description (See Print 2995-4549-2D)
The first stage uses an integrated circuit, ICI consisting of
	 3
a differential amplifier and active current source, connected as a
cascode amplifier. The input is applied to the lower base and the output
is taken from the secondary of transformer Tl whose primary resonates
with C2 at 61.44 MEiz. The gain of this stage is controlled by the do
voltage applied to terminals 5 and -7 which varies the do operating current.
The second stage employs Q1 as a conventional grounded-base
tuned amplifier. The output from the secondary of T2 drives the X111
Microwave Multiplier through the R6, R7, R3 attenuator network
Diode CR1 operates as a negative peak detector •to sense the output
level at the secondary of T2. Transistors Q2 and Q3 form a do amplifier
for automatic level control.
A photo of the RF Amplifier is shown as Figure 12.
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2.4 I-ITCRIXTAVE,	 'NOWLE (2995-4841)
The mic):owave cavity xiithin the Optical Package requires 10-30 pw
of microwave power at 6,834.688 *KID, for optimum excitation. This signal is
obtained by multiplication of the 61.44 MID,, from a phase-locked oscillator
multiplier II PLOI,111 to 6,819.84 wiz, then mixing with 14.843 MHz. The tipper
sideband gives the desired signal.
Development -work and production of a breadboard model and two deli-
verable, micravave multiplier-mixers was subcontracted to Resdel Engineering
Corporation, Arcadia, California. This subcontractor was selected after a
careful survey of all known possible sources on the device. The final mixer
was obtained from Aertech, Sunnyvale, California. Several design iterations
were required.
Figure 13 shows an elementary block diagram of the microwave multi-
plier-mixer assembly. The X111 multiplier is obtained by first multiplying
by X.3 with conventional tuned circuits, amplifying, then driving a step recovery
diode multiplier for X37. The output power at 6,819.84 MHz is I ml?. A balanced
mixer is used to give the final output frequency and suppress the carrier signal
by more than 10 dB. The mixer is Aertech Model No. MX8036.
Details of the multiplier are on Resdel Engineering drawing No.21047B.
Some design and construction details are propi,ietdry to Resdel Engineering.
A photo of this module (using an earlier mixer section) is depicted
as Figure 14.
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2.5 SERVO AMPLIVIER MODULE 2995-4846
latroduction
The primary function of the Servo Amplifier is to lock the frequency
of the 8.192 Muz crystal oscillator with respect to the rubidit-im. resonance at
6834.688 MITz. This is accomplished by synchronous detector circuits which
P	 the photodetector signal from the optical package to produce a frequency
control voltage for the Master-Crystal Oscillator.
A secondary function of the Servo Amplifier is to provide an indi-
cation of the lock-loop condition and, if the system is not locked, to achieve
lock.
The Servo Amplifier also contains circuits for generating the frequency
modulation signal that is applied to the r-f which excites the rubidium. hyper-
fine transitions and a circuit for starting the rubidium. lamp.
Block Di-agram, Description:
The photodetector signal from the optical package is processed as
shown in print 2995-4846/2DA to accomplish these servo amplifier functions.
The photodetector signal is applied to a cascade arrangement of two
synchronous detectors ., the first operating at the second harmonic of the modu-
lation rate and the second at the fundamental rate. The synchronous detectors
compare the phase of their input signals with that of a reference signal,from
a flip-flop, producing a dc output voltage which is proportional to the amplitude
of the particular signal component and the cosine of the phase difference.-
3.
The second harmonic synchronous detector therefore produces a dc
voltage proportional to second harmonic signal amplitude. This voltage is
applied to a threshold circuit which serves to indicate a locked condition by
detecting the presence of second harmonic signal.
The fundamental synchronous detector similarly produces a dc voltage-
dependent on the fundamental signal component. Since the phase of this component
is 180' different if the r-f excitation is above or below the center of'the
rublditua resonance tlicouLput of chis synchronous detector also reverses. The
phauinS of the overall loop is such that the integrator output changes in the
-direction required to bring the oscillator to the center of the line, and thus
null the fundamental component. A finite amount of fundamental signal (and
therefore an offset from the center 
of 
the line) is necessary to produce the
voltage required to correct the crystal oscillator frequency. The de gain of
the loop however is extremely high (1.00) thus reducing la large oscillator fre-
quency error (I x 10 -6 ) to negligible proportions (I x 10 "12), It is the
function of the integrator to provide most of this high dc gain while shaping
the frequency response of the loop as required for performance and stability.
An additional passive frequency response shaping network follows the integrator.
The modulation rate generator and two flip-flops provide the required
reference signals for the two synchronous detectors. A passive RC integrator
following the fundamental flip-flop provides the triangular phase modulation
signal required to produce square-wave FM in the 61.44 MHz PLOM.
Figures 15 and 16 shout
	 waveforms present in the cascade detector
of the Servo Amplifier under unlocked conditions when the photodetector signal
has a large fundamental component, and under locked conditions when it consists
of a second harmonic component. The detector logic and various instrument
operating conditions establish the phase relationships as shown.
Figurel5shows that the fundamental signal component undergoes a 90*
phase shift by passing through the second harmonic detector but its information
content is otherwise unaffected. The fundamental synchronous detector converts
the fundamental component into a, dc control signal for the frequency lock loop.
Furthermore, the fundamental component does not produce a d.c output at the second
harmonic detector.
Figure 16shows that the situation is just the reverse for a second
harmonic signal component. The second harmonic detector is the one that produces
•	 a dc output while the fundamental detector does not.
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The basic operation of this cascade detector arrangement is therefore
the same as would result if cacti detector processed the photodetector signal
independently. It has the advantage of requiring less hardware and, by shifting
the second harmonic signal to fourth harmonic ahead of the fundamental detector,
improves the dynamic range of the servo amplifier. The fundamental component
must be detected in the presence of a much larger second harmonic signal which
can be more easily filtered out after conversion to a fourth harmoni, rate.
zt
The fundamental syncllronous detector and integrator are the most 	 it
critical elements of the servo amplifier because do signal levels in these cir-
cuits directly affect the SATS output frequency. Any do offset will introduce
a frequency offset and, most important, a change in do conditions will cause a
frequency change. The sensitivity at this point is such that a 3 mV de change
would cause a frequency change of about l x 10-1 1. This is the approximate
effect of the servo amplifier on. the SA'.CS output frequency over the entire
environmental temperature range.
Initial lock of the frequency control servo is obtained by sweeping
the frequency of *t'ne 8.192 NrHz crystal oscillator until the rubidium resonance 	
14. 1
is reached. This is accomplished by the search oscillator under control of the
second harmonic defector signal threshold circuit. It is a squarewave generator
which drives the.integrator through a resistor, thus producing the desired sweep
voltage for the crystal oscillator. ".tela.y contacts provide a monitor indication
of lock.
The lamp starter circuit included on the servo amplifier assembly senses
the do voltage from the photodetector preamplifier and.changes the lamp oscillator
bias to insure that the rubidium lamp is properly lit.
Circuit Description (See :Print 2995-4846-2D)
The photodetector signal input to the servo amplifier is applidd, to
the second harmonic detector, the lamp starter circuit- and resistor R1.7, the
light monitor output.
IF-
1r
QT	 t-4*.	 R
"7ener diode CR2 serves to tuna on Q2 if the do output from, the photo-
detector preamplifier  is	 low about_ 7.3 volts. Thus, if the rut Wiunt lamp
r^
	
	
output is low, additional do bias current determined by RI is applied to the
lamp oscillator circuit to start the lamp and insure it is operating in a mode
with sufficient light output.
The ac pnotodetector signal is coupled through Cl to TI which provides
bi-phase drive to the second harmonic synchronous detector switches Ql-A and	 3
Q1-I3. These are p-channel enhancement mode MOS field-effect transistors which
are turned on and off for alternate half--cycles at the second harmonic rate by
7
the second-harmonic flip-flop, one section of IC3. This configuration forms a
	 3
full -wave synchronous detector driving amplifier ICI with a gain established
by the ratio of R6 to RI (or R2) Capacitor C2 introduces high-frequency
rolloff with a break at about the :fourth-harmonic frequency. A do reference
level of +13 V is provided by R19 and R20 and the detector phasing is such that
the second-harmonic signal lowers the output voltage of ICI. as the signal in-
creases. Resistor R8 drives the signal monitor output while R9 goes to the
signal threshold detector.
t
Tenor diode CRl and transistor Q5 form this threshold circuit which	 a >.
drives Q6 and holds its collector at -x-20 V unless a signal is present sufficient
to drop the voltage at the second-harmonic detector below about 11 volts. The
switched +20 V buss at the collector of Q6 drives relay Kl (unlock alarm
contacts), the search oscillator, and relay K2 which applies the search
oscillator signal to the servo integrator.
The search oscillator is a relaxation oscillator using two 4-layer
diodes Q7 and Q8 and is timed by R13 1 R14, C6 and C7. It drives Q10, prcducing
a square-wave voltage at the junction of R15 and R.16 which swings symmetrically
above and below the +18-volt reference voltage.
After being processed by the second-harmonic detector the photodetector
signal is coupled through C4 to T2 which :provides bi-phase drive for the funda-
mental detector. It is identical in operation, _except that it is driven at the
n l
Y:
n'fundamental. rate and the amplifier TC2 is used as an integrator with a time
constai t detarmined by RIO (or Rll) and C6.
This detector and amplifier are the most critical elements which
determine servo amplifier performaixce. The MOS FET type is chosen to have
low leakage current. The amplifier must have low input bias current, low
offset voltage and offset voltage temperature coefficient.
The circuit elements R16, R17, R1$ and C9 provide shaping of the loop
frequeacy response as required for stability. Figure 17 shows the Servo fre-
quency response.
The search oscillator signal is applied to the integrator through R23
R22 drives the lock voltage monitor output.
'Uni junction transistor Q3 is used as a relaxation oscillator to
generate a. fourth harmonic rate pulse train which drives the 2nd harmonic
a reference flip-flop through Q4. The R21, C12 network forms a passive integrator
which produces a triangular wave fundameata'1 modulation signal coupled through
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2.6	 CM.11 0L CIRCUITS FM 01 1TICAL Pt CKLGR 2995-4845)
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Ovens in the Optical Package are used to maintain constant tewparature
of three areas: latap, microwave a}avity and tin sink for call. tubulations.
Controllers for these: ovens are located on the heater -control board. The lamp
and microwave cavity controllers are switching type chosen for high power y,
efficiency. The tip heater controller is dissipative.
Thermi.st°ors, heat-sunk to the ovens, form the sense element for the
controllers. This thermistor forms one arm of a bridge. `.i:he unbalance voltage
of the bride is rmiplif ied and used to control the current to the heaters.
..-.	 R
RI	 R3
4..	
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(TlulEF NIISTOR)
JI-Tzg
Figure 20 bridge and Unbalance Voltage Amplifier
In Figure 20, Rl , R2 , a.nd R3 are precision resistors with very loci
temperature coefficients. The amplifier is monolithic operational amplifier
with gain near balance determined by the ratio of R4
 to the parallel combination
of R 1 and R2 (or R3 and R,l,^. The maximum usable overall gain of the heater
controller is determined by the thermr.l design of the oven. 
R4 is chosen for
maximum stable gain.
Tip -Heater Controller (Figure 21)
The tip heater current is coil trolled by`Q7 acting as a series pass
transistor from the 35-V supply. The tip heater resistance is 1 ka, thus the
k-	 maximum dissipation of Q 7 is 300 mGT: The t- ransi.stor is rated at 1-watt dissipation
in free air at 25°C. The drive £or'Q
7 comes from theemitter of Q j through zener.
...,.	 ^"^--k -	 ,,. _
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dioda CRThe zener diode provides a volta3a translation to Varmit Q6 to be2*
driven frota 'an operational amplifier operating near the center of its output
voltage range. R20 is a holdback resistor for QV The heater turns on whan the
volt a rr0e, at the base of Q6 eixacds VZ + 2 VBF - This base voltage is determined
by feedback resistor 
x'39  connected to the low :;aide of the tip heater and x'18
coming from the operational amplifier output.
+20	 +35
TIP
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Figure 21 Tip fleater Controller
The heater turn-on threshold occurs at 6.2 V from JC2. The heater is full oil
when this voltage is greater than 13,2Y.
14AIN OVEN AND LAIV HEATER CONTROLLER (see Print 2995-4870-2D/2)
Both the main and lamp heater controllers, are switched at a 20-kHz rate
(nominal). The duty ratio varies proportionally with the required power for each oven.
The power for the main heater and the power for lamp heater after warmup
are such that less than 50% duty ratio is required for each even at -34 * C, the
lowest environmental temperature. To reduce ripple current on the 35-V power
supply the two controllers are designed to operate out of phase. -V,41.,th one another.
This phase change is accomplished in the drive to the switch.
71-trill
I;W
4
 s
Control. of the duty ratio is done by 4-^oiapari.ng the do output from the.
bridge amplifier witti a 5-volt peak-to-peal{, 2D-M, triangular wave, biased at
•1-10 volts dc. The comparison is done by Q, , and Q9 for the ;^,ain heater and Q 2
and Q13 for the lamp heater.
The main heater is, on'when Q9 and Q10 are off. This occurs when the
do voltage from the bridge amplifier is more negative than, the triangular grave
voltage. The main heater turns off when the triangular wave voltage becomes
the more negative_. The connections of the thermistor bridge to the amplifier, (IC3)
are reversed from those shown in Figure 20 to provide proper . phasing of the
contro ller.
The lamp heater uses the bridge-amplifier connections shown in Figure 20.
Here the heater comes on-when Q13 and Q14 are on. The voltage comparator is
identical to that used ka the main heater controller.
Some details on the circuitry that are not obvious from the schematicr
diagram are:
(1) Q72 Q100 and Q14 are potter transistors rated at 6 A which are selected
for low V0E at lowest operating temperature. 	
s
(2) Two diodes in the comparator circuit provide reverse base emitter break	 ^
doT;rn protection for the PNP transistors.
(3) The 6-volt power supply is used to drive Q10 and Q14 to reduce dissipation
in drive circuit to switchin tra: s istor. s . {	 1
(4) Q16 provides protection against overheating in the event the 20-V	 ^I
power supply is shorted or disconnected. (Loss of the 6-V and/or 35-V supply will
'cause all heaters to shut off.)
(5) Monitors for the heaters are provided by a 240-M resistor to the
collector of each series transistor.
i
cTRZMGULAR WANE GENERATOR
The triangular wave generator supplies the ramp voltage to the comparators
in the switching heater regulators. The linear operating range of the controller
is determined by the range the bridge amplifier can swing between thresholds
where the heater just turns on and where it is full on. This linear range is
equal to the peals-to-peak- voltage to which it is compared, i.e., the peak-to-peak
voltage of the trz,angular ;lave. Thus the higher the peak-to-peak voltage
of the triangular wave, the larger the linear range of the controller and the
lower the overall gain of the controller. Thus the amplitude of the triangular
wave determines the gain of the controller.
The triangular wave is generated by integrating a square wave with
ICL The peak-to-peak triangular wave amplitude is controlled by comparing
with a square wave with well defined on and off levels. The differential amplifier
compares V
	
with the voltage at the collector ofQ . t-;hen V	 is greater
triangle	 4	 triangle
than the voltage at the base A)f Q2, Q, is on, Q 2 off which holds Q4 off. With Q4
off the voltage at input to integrator is 14.75 V. This causes the integrator
output to decrease. When it reaches the voltage now at the vase of Q2 (7.5 V), Q2
turns on, Q * turns on, Q5 turns on and the voltage to the input to the integrator
jumps to 4.75 V. This now causes the integrator output to increase•. This will
increase until it reaches the new voltage at the base of -Q 2 (12..5 V). At this time
Q1 turns on, Q2 off, Q4 off, ' Q5 off and volt age into integrator is again 14.75 V
Thus the triangular wave voltage can vary between 7.5 V; and 12.5 V dc
as determined by the two possible states for the voltage at the base of Q20
The period is determined by the gain of the integrator,, 1
 (50, 000),
RC
the peak-to-peak output voltage swing and the difference between the 9-volt
reference and the amplitude of the square wave being integrated.
T = -2 OUT	
- 50 ms
(1/RC)Ein
Variations in the period do not hff act the temperature in the ovens, only the
switching rate.
A photograph of the Heater Control Module is shoT.m ^Is Figure 22.
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2.7 Magnetic Bins Module ^299.5-4850
Fine ;frequency adjustment is accomplished by varying the magnetic
field surrounding the microwave cavity. The frequency shift with magnetic
field is x-574 lit hertz at the microwave frequency where. It is the strength
magnetic field in gauss. The field bias is obtained from the regulated
20 V power supply using the circuit shown in print 2995-4850/2.Course
adjustment is made by selecting R  which sets the frequency at low end of
the adjustment range. Adjusting R S performs the fine frequency adjustment.
This is a 20-turn potentiometer accessible by a screwdriver through a hole
in the SATS side cover.
Total frequency adjustment range is approximately l x 10 9 . The
use of R3 as a potentiometer rather than as series resistor to the 20-V
supply provides first-order temperature compensation for changes of resistance
of R	 Both R and R are very low temperature coefficient resistors.
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2.8 Pa4ER SUPPLY ^2995 -4840)
The power supply for the SATS converts the input supply voltage of 22
to 34 volts do to four outputs for electronic circuits and heaters. The output
voltages and their uses are:
(1) +5.4 V: Digital circuits ur clock; some output buffers.
(2) +6.0 V Output buffers and drive to heater-switching transistors.
(3) +20 V Regulated: All other electronics and heater for Master
Crystal Oscillator.
(4) +35 V: Heaters for Optical Package.
Complete specifications for the Power Supply are in Print 2995-4840- 1/1.
The power supply breadboard development and the deliverable production units were
subcontracted to Gulton Industries, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
Figure 23 shows the block diagram of the pottier supply. The input is
preceded by a series diode for reverse input voltage protection. The limit control
regulator produces 19.6 V into the power converter. Rectifier and filters produce
the outputs for 5.4
-V, 6.0-V, and 35-V supplies. The 20-V supply contains a series
regulator. The reference voltage for the regulator is a 9.0-V Zener diode located
within the Master Crystal. Oscillator oven. This permits excellent voltage stability
over the environmental temperature range for all the electronic circuits using the
20-volt supply. Electronic short-circuit protection is provided for the 20-V and
35-V supplies. The 5.4-V and 6.0-V supplies are protected by fuses. Details of
the circuit design are proprietary to Gulton Industries.
The two production units delivered by the subcontractor achieved greater
	 a
v
than 79% efficiency at full load over the entire temperature range. The voltage
change in the 20-V supply was less than 15 mV for combined effects of input
	 r'
g	 p	 1pvolta e and....tern erasure. Feedback ripple current is less than 60 mA tinder all 
ffi
conditions and typically less than 20 mA. Noise and ripple on the outputs were
well within the desired specifications. Figure 24 is a photograph of the unit.
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2.9. 1 MITRODUCT ION
General Radio left the logic design of the clock virtually unaltered
from the or;iainal Varian design. Some consolidation of digital devices to
reduce package count was done and a new quad PNP transistor was obtained for
the output buffers.
Trouble had consistently been e-xpa ienced in the clock se,
 t: "ing system
as it was originally designed for Varian and provided by Varian to Houston. After:
R. C-I. Frank's evaluation of June 4, 1968, a net• setting Logic was developed,
designed into the GR clock, and data was transmitted to Houston on December 24, 1968
to permit them to add the setting logic to their,: test equipment;. The balance of
this section will describe the functi.oni.ag of the clock circuits based on the
seveaal schematics in sufficient detail to render possible both understanding and
c	 maintenance.. Figures 25-27 show the final construction techniques used.
26 9.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION, BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM
The block diagram 2995--9159-2DC shows the clock in its entirety. The
dotted lines segregate this general block diagram as a key to the seven d; tailed
schematic diagrams. The chock is driven (2995-4878-2D) from the RI B'S crystal
! oscillator at 8192 kHz. Four binary dividers produce output frequencies at 4096,
2098, 1024, and 512 kHz. The 512-kHz signal is subsequently divided by a factor: of
3 to 64 kHz and the 64 kHz is divided by a factor of 10 and buffered to produce
the required 6.4 kHz output signal. The 512r -kM signal is also divided by a
factor of
 2 to produce a separate 256-kHz signal in phase quadrature 'wi.th the
256-kHz signal driving the scale of 8. The ' 64^I H 5-i gnat , in addition to driving
the scale-of-10, is first divided by a factor of 2 to produce a 32-kHz signal and
r
Cuub ag,ucntly by another factor of 2 to produce the 16-kllz signal. The 16 -k1lr%,N'i8nal
is divided by 16 to provide the basic I kIIz which is used to drive the balance of the
clock circuits and which is buffered to produce the output 1 kHz.
The 512 kllz, quadrature 256 signal, and 32-kllz signals are combined to
form a rate multiplied 800-kIIz si nal on the clock circuit 1 board (2995-4879-2D).
The 500-kH3 signal is returned to the clock 2 board for division by 2 to produce
400 kHz. The 400--1:Iia signal is filtered to remove the combining frequency sidebands
on the clock cUcuit 1 board and this signal is subsequently divided by 4 and
buffered to provide th y: 100-kIIz output signal. A scale of 10 shift counter divides
the 1-kII3 signal to a 100-11z signal as shoran on 2.995-4879- 2D. Gates associated
with this shift counter produce the X32, YISS 5 and MS5 signals necessary for the
IRIG B time code format. The 100-11z signal, the 1,188 signal, and the riS5 signal,
are all sent to the clock 3 hoard (2995 .,4877-2D) where two additional scales of
10 produce the 1-II7 and 1-Hz reference signals. The output of these two decades
is further decoded to produce signals required for both TRIG 3 and TRIG H time
code generators.
The l-Hz signal and those signals necessary for the clock setting system'
are combined in the setting logic on clock circuit 4 (2995-4876-2D) to drive the
` decades and scales of 6 providing seconds ti.rni:ng and. minutes timing.
Schematic circuit: 5 (2995-4873-2D) contains the second block of setting
logic and the scale of 24 to 'produce hours data and the two scales of 10 and the
scale of 4 for days information. This circuit system in addition comprises the
necessary logic to permit resetting the clock to 0 after either 365 or 366 days
to provide for leap year. Again, the output of the scalers is provided in the
proper logic sequence- to permit connection 'to the two IRZG time code generators.
Y
t.:	 C	 ....	 ,.	 .,.	 _.r ^ sat	 - mx 4i a
Schematics 6 and 7 (2995 »4873»2D alid 2995-4375-2D) detail the IRIG B
and 11110 H time code generator: ' combining circuits and thoi.r buffers.
2.9.3 D-AILED DESCRIPTIMT, 11zGHwl' REQUEi` CY DIVIDERS TO 64 kHz
Clock circuit 2 (2995-4373 . 2D) shows the 8192-kHz si gnal, reduced to
4096 kHz, 2048 kHz,- 1024 kHr, and 512 kHz by IC15A, 15B, l:C1A and lB, respectively.
These signals are inverted and buffered by 1C7.06. The: Q output of ICIB clocks
the 256-kHz quadrature flip-flop (IC104B) and produces the 512-kkHz signal for the
800-kHz rate multiplier shown on schematic 1 (2995-4879-2D) . The Q output of
IC1B provides the driving si^mal for IC2, 3A, an y 3B, the 64 kHz divider. The
divider clear: signal CY DIV resets all flip - flops except the 8192 to 2048 dividers
The 64-kHz signal at the output of IC3B is d ivided by 10 by the four flip-flops
IC7, 1C8A,, IC8B, and IC9. The 6.4 - kHz signal is buffered in IC107 to produce the
required output signal. 1C4A divides the 64--kIXz signal by 2 producing 32 Idiz
for the rate multiplier, which signal, in turn, drives 1C4B to produce 16 kHz.
The 16••kliz signal is s divided by 4 in TC5 and by 4 again in IC6 to produce: 1. kHz.
This 1. L1z signal is buffered in TC 108 to produce the required output sign_a1_
2.9.4. 100 RI-1z SYNTHESIZER
1
The waveforms of the 512 kHz, 256-Miz quadrature signal and the 32--kHz
signal are combined in IC119 and its following adders on drawing 2995-4879-2D
1t
to produce a train of positive-going pulses at an average rate of 800 Id1z at the	 tit
output of 1C120. For timing, see Figure 28. The resulting 800-kHz signal is
returned to the circuit 2 board 2995•-4878-2D for division by 2 to 400 kHz in
ZC104A and the resulting 400-kHz signal is returned for filterin g to the clock
circuit 1. board. The filter is comprised of the three field-effect transistors,
Q101 through_ Q103•.
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IThirty-tt a kilohertz sidebands on the 400-k117, signal are reduced to at
1ea8t 30 dB below the 400-kliz signal by two successive synchronously tuned VET -
stages, 0:107., Q102. The output 400 ,r kilz s ignal is buffered by Q103 and returned
to the clock circuit 2 board to drive a scale - of-4, IC 105. The 100•-kHz signal
from IC105 is buffered for output in IC107.
2.9.5 DIVIDERS AND TIME CODE PULSE GMERATORS FROM 1 1 Hz TO 1 s
The 1-•kliz signal on clock circuit 2 (299 5-4878--2D) is inverted at IC10
and used to drive. the first modulo 10 shift: counter comprised of TC11, IC12A,
IC12B, IC13A, and IC13B. The 0 output of IC13B directly produces the 100-11z
signal fed to the second modulo 10 shift counter on clock circuit 3 (2995 -4877 - 2D).
The MS8, MS5 and MS2 signals are produced by combining the waveforms of this shift
counter. Timing sequences are shown in Figure 29.
On clock circuit 3 (2995-4877-2D), we begin with the tOO-•Hz signal which
is buffered and inverted at CC18 and fed to the second modulo 10 shift counter.
This counter produces the 10 -I1z output signals.
	 The outputs ' of this shift- counter
will combine to produce the 100 pulse per seeon.d basic fate for MIG B, and the
20 - , 50- and 30
-ms output required for the IRIG E time code.
t {
The POSIDB signal for the IRIG B time cede is produced as shown in
Figure 30 by combination of the A, E
	 and SEC 0.0 signals in the first: "AND" gate ^
of IC28.	 This signal is combined with SEC 0.09 and finally the composite signal. tf
is given the proper 8-mis duration by MS8 at pins 4, 5 of IC23.
The "beginning-of-second" pulse SEC 0.0 is high for the first full
tenth of a second.	 E and A are only high for the fi rst one hundredth second.
Thus, pin 8 of IC23 is low for this first hundredth.
	 Pins 2, 13 are normally
high.	 Thus the "first hundredth" will produce an output l (positive) signal_ at
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p ios 12, 4 of IC23 during the ' c 2.i rst hundredth"- M end the 0.09 during every interval
from 90 to 100 ms. IC23 therefore produces an output signal at pin 6 lasting for
8 ms, both at the beginning of each second, and every tenth-second from 90 to 93 ms--
as required for the IRI G B format.
	
The first 8421 decade reduces the 10-Ilr si nal to the I-11z signal and
	 j
its' complement. Vlip- flop IC35 is set: to produce the I-11z and 1,-IN signals from
the input 10-11z clock and the logic states of the decade. Tne output of the
decade is decoded in IC28 through IC34 to produce the seconds 0.0 through 0.8
signals required by the time code generators. The SEC 0.9 signal at the output:
of IC31 and the negative signal produced at either the SEC 0 or SAC 0.0 are
combined in IC31 to produce an output signal for IC32 which is sub e uent7y
combined ',.ii .^,t;3^ :41-h 2 SSO to produce the seconds marker: signal, POSIDB for the
t
IRIG E time code generator. These timing sequences and polarities are shmm in
the timing diagram of Vi.gure 31 and the logic is exactly analogous with that ,just:
-	
v	
f
described above for creating POST.DB,
2.9.6	 1 s AND, 366 DAvS
t
The .seconds and minutes divider chain and their output buffers are shown
Oil the clock circuit 4 schematic (2995-.4876-2D). The 8421 decade divides units
	 ^#
to tells of seconds. This schematic be-ai is with the first block of clock setting
gates (Section 1..9	 In the normal. operation of the clock the 1.-Hr input signalg	 t	 )	 P	 P	 ^
1
is inverted by T.C39 and passed to the decade. IN1I1B is normally high. The 15-kHz
updating signal is blocked at CC39 because FASTCl. -,s no ma:ll.y high. The seconds
and all subsequent scalers are set: to 0 by bringing C7=ACC low.
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Tice first doende provides seconds data for the tit ,tt* code 1. anerators,
The seque-ntial signals, op "nead I second apart: for IRIG )3, socondu 0 throurdi
tX
gaconds 4, are provided by cvmibining the dacada output states in XC I S 40 through
42. StraigIlt binary data SEC BI through B8 and SEC BI throu,,,h B8 are provided
directly front the IC's of the: decade.
The divide by 6,producing tons of second,. is comprised of IC's 44
through 46. This scaler produces the signals SEC 10, 20, 40 and SEC 10, 20, 40.
The complement outputs are buffered for direct output and the direct signals are
sent to the time code generators on circuits 6 and 7. In an exactly analogous
system, the signal once per minute at the output of IC46 is divided in a decade
and a scale of 6 to a signal. at once per hour. The units of minutes and tens of
Tilinutes and their output complements are produced in CC 47A through IC52, buffered
for output and passed to the time code generator in a fashion exactly analogous
to the seconds data above.
The hours and days scalers and their buffers are shoNm on clock circuit
schematic 5 (2995-4873-2D). The hours scalers are shown preceded by the second
block 
of 
fast update logic comprised of IC's 67 and 68. Normally, the =40
signal is passed by IC67. The balance of the update logic will be described in
Section 2.9.9.
The timing sequence for the 24-hour scaler is shown; in Figure 32. This
scaler, is comprised of IC's 53 through 58 and the associated gates of 1068. The
timing and gating sequence is complex and will. consequently be described in
detail following the timing diagram. 'In! ,Lially, all of the flip-flops are in the
state (term• nal 9 high). The flip-flops clock on ne gative input transitions.
IC53 1, the "hour,-," flip-flop, compl ements norm-ally and continuously. IC54 is
permitted to complement normally only so long as IC56 has terminal 9 high. It
_r'. YT Fy
^% ^^ ^! ? a ~^ ^
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will, tharaforeo be inhibited v , om the 1111,58 is W.Uh• IC55 is permitted to
cotaplement axcept when IIRS20 is high (XC58 in the Q state). Under those
circur-.1st-maces, IC's 53 through 56 operate as a normal scaler for IIIIS1 through
IIRS8. IC56 is in the Q state and 104 is therefore inhibited at 10 hours. At
the tenth hour, the Q to Q transition of IC53 will clock ICSG from Q to Q and
the positive transition at pin 9 of IC56 will pass 1068, be inverted to a negative
transition, and move IC57 to its Q state. Since IC56 is now in Q, the inhibit isI
removed at pin 1-3 of IC54 and IC54 is again free to complement. IC54 complements
at hours 12 and 14 and the transition from Q to Q at hour 14 again carries to IC55.
At hour 18, the Q to Q transition of IC54 carries IC55 Q to Q and again sets IC56,
which, in turij, reapplies the inhibit. to IC54 and at the same time produces a
carry through ICG8 to IC57 moving it from its Q to its0	 Q state and carries to the
1IRS20 flip-flop. The ILRS20 flip-flop noi•^ applies its inhibit to IC57, which will
hold it at its original Q state and to IC55 which will hold it at its Q state. At
the same time, the I-IRS20 signal at pin 6 of IC58 enables pin 4 of IC68. Noil,
finally, at the 24th hour I054 in making its transition from Q to Q Taill bring
,pin 5 of IC65 low, pin 6 of IC63 will go high, pin 8 low, and IC53 will be returned
to the Q state. All IC's have now returned to the Q state and the process is ready
to repeat.
The negative transition of the RRS20 line occurvin g nt thp 91L-I h limir 7-,z
i	 I
T	 Cl,.C66 at pin. 13 of IC69 holds pin 11 high. Therefore, IC69 pin 8 will be high or
low dependin g upon the state of the DAYSI signal, going hioh at day 1, 11, etc.
Via output of IC69 at pin 8 is applied at IC70 which has its "extender" terminals
at pins 3 through 11 connected so that it makes a 6 hi'di 11AVD11 gate combining
DAYS1 with DAYS4^ 20, 4-0,	 100,	 and 200.	 Therefore, at day 365, all inputs go
Ij
li ,igh and the days full scale reset line goes low.
	
This signal applies a, set at
pin 11 of IC121. IC121 1 s q signal now goes low and the output of IC68 at pin 3
becomes high, is inverted to-IC69 S to produce a clear signal resetting all of thea i
days scalers. Note that piu 2 of IC68 is normally U6,h. Therefore, CLACC will
normally pass IC68 and be inverted by IC69 to produce the standard clear signal.
The end-of-year clear signal produced by IC121 is terminated by the next negative
transition of 16 k11z. The sequence at leap year is identical -,*.n principle to
that just: described. Vl-ip-flop IC66 is set to the Q state rather than the Q state
by YS366 and the DAYS2 signal in Soing high at pin 12 of IC69 initiates the clear
sequence,
2.9.7 IRIG B TUM CODE GENERATOR
The cambining gates and buffers of the TRIG B time code generator are
shown on clock circuit 6 (2995-4875-2D). The logic may be best understood by
beginning at the output. It is suggested that the reader refer frequentli to the
standard TRIG, B time code format (Figare 33.) and to Figure 30
	 The TRIG P. signal
at IC116 pin 7 is a positive-going wavef-orm. The output at pin 2 of IC86 must
therefore also be positive going . The input , at- pins 4. 5 9 and 6 of IC58 will
normally be high. Its output at pin 2 will therefore go high wh6n ally one of the
inplat pins are low. A 2-ms output pulse train at the 100-pps basic 'rate is
therefore produced by M32. These 2-ms duration pulses serve as sync and the
basic binary 0 information for the code. Refer now to figure 30 . The' normal
- 7IRS	 R M
" Binary
Bi naryRef.
Code Mark and W and Index
Format I`F"' and C Parker
MIG A 0.8 ms 0.5	 ms 0.2 ms
IRIG a 8 ms 5	 nis 2	 1715
IRIG C 0.4 sec 0.25 see 0.1 sec	 -
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"P" tiar%ar pulse is produced by POSIDB between .09 and .098 s, the secolld 0
t.
	 r-uarher is cidded to this signal by coobinina the SEC 0.0 at pin 10 of IC23 on
clock circuit 3 schematic (2995-4877-2D).
The time code binary I data in the IRIG B format has a duration of 5 ms.
11,ote on rzjgure 30 . that the SEC 0.00, SEC 0.01, etc., si gnals are produced with
5-ms duration. These signals are inverted by IC102 and IC103 and are positive
	
17
going.
Now that the basic sync format has been developed, let us study the
logic of adding data to the signal. A data "ONE" is represented by broadening
a basic 2-ms sync pulse to 5 ms. The pulses at the massive 11 OW 1 are low for this
duration. In TRIG B format the data is carried by pulses 0.00 through 0.08
(inputs to inverters IC102 and IC103). These signals have 5-ms duration. Now
I j
	 in the ftrst tenth second (SEC 0.0), the seconds data are transmitted. XC71, 72,
73 and 74 are enabled by SEC 0.0 for this data block. Note that in this first
block, the 5-ms pulse SEC 0.00 is not used due to the presence of the "on time"
frame-syne pulse. Let us suppose that the time at the beginning of the example
is 37 seconds. The data will be SEC B1, SEC B2 high, SEC B4 high (7 seconds) and
SEC 10, SEC 20 high (30 seconds). After the fraw- marker, 5-ms duration pulses
will appear, sequentially, as a low voltage at the output "OR" on the first,
second, and third pulses representing units. Note that the fifth pulse (SEC 0.05)
is never used in this block. Now the tens of seconds are next encoded as 5•ms
duration pulses at positions 6 and 7 representing 30. The second tenth-second
time block from 0.2 to 0.3 second carries information about minutes. Here, the
fifth pulse (SEC 0.05) is used to carry tens of minutes. The time from 0.00 to
0.01 carries units of minutes. (T C74 pins 11, 12, U. Vrom O.Olto 0.02 two's
minutes, etc.) In this time block, units and minutes data is separated from 10's
minuto.s by the sync pulse at 0.04 second which is never used.
2. 9 .8 IRIG E TIM, COAL CI - ,131PUTOR:
The XRIG E tin.a code generator is similar to that for the IRIG B format
;just described except that in this forwat the bit rate is 10 pulses per second,
tale "binary 0" is 20 uis in duration and a "I" bit: has a duration of 50 ms. The
SHOS 0.0 through 0.8 signals are not formed to a 50-1.is duration in a fashion parallel
to that of the TRIG B genera tor.
 The bit duration of 50 ms is supplied to the
input of ICIOO at pin 11 by I-IS50. ' Time of clay data information at the massive
1 `011" input of ICI.00 will be represented as a negative signal-. Positive output of
W.00 will combine with N950 to produce a 50 -ms negative output at pin 9 of IC100.
Any no3ati ve input at 4, 5, or 6 of IC101 will produce a positive output at pin 2
and will be inverted to produce IRIG at pin 9. The normal 1,0 pulse per second
20 ms duration, sync signal is produced at pin 5 of IC101 by NON and the I-second
frame sync sizaal POSIDE at pin 6 is Produced in a method analogous to that of
POSI.DB as shown in Figure 31.,.	 3
Referring now to the format E time code diagram of Figure 33, lotus
study the application of data to the basic sync format just developed. Remember
the basic sync frame lasts ten seconds. 1Tnits of seconds is therefore curried by
sync. Lat us assume, as with the past ex a4fipla that it is 80 seconds past something.
Tens of seconds and twenties of seconds, are a ai.n h-.'.gh. The first data block
(SEC 0.3. SEC 1) contains only 10, 20, 40 SEC at SEC 0.6,	 0.7,	 0.8 respectively.
Thus,s	 in this block the massive "OR" goes negativer^-	 ^ at the sixth and
i
seventh	 ^pul se.
d	 ,
r
The second block, SEC 1-2, carries mi-atites data, SEC 0.0, KIN 1, SEC 0. 1 carries 7UTN 2,	 1
etc.	 Note chat the fourth pulse is never modulated but is used as a separator.
SEC 0.5 in this frame carries tens of minutes information, SEC 0.6 3 20 1 s, etc.
The reader may now carry on the example as desired.
i }
}
RAW
2.9.9 VAST UPDATE CLOC1' SZ7TING SYSTE-1
As we have previously mentioned in the Introduction, principles, in the	 4
1
original Varian prototype led, in late 1965, to a redesign of the clock setting 	 =r
logic In the original design, the entire time of day clock froTa units of seconds
onWard etas updated by slewing at the 100- ldiz gyrate requiring a time as long as
6 iiiinutes to fully set the clock. The now clock setting logic permits a Iasi:
update in less than I second by separating the clock into two counting blocks.
The first from seconds to hours and the second from hours into the days to 365.
4f
iE
A block diagram of the clock setting logic e.Cternal to SATS is shot-in in
Figure 34. Timing is shown in Figure 35. The sequence is initiated by a SET/SYNC
	 }
v
command (the accumulator clear CLACC is optional) Such a command can only be
g.i.ven by moving the LOCK/RIMMY switch to "READY" to bring pin 13 of gate 5 high.
J The LOCK/READY switch must be placed in the 11 MM" 11 position to begin the 'update
sequence with the SET/SYNC switch. LOCK will then go high to permit CLD7V and
INHIB to go low at the appropriate times.
Let us now suppose that the LOCK/RKADY switch has been moved to "RM1D "
and the S£'T/S1TV C switch is set to SYNC. At this time ICI. Will set to Q, enabling	 A.
the "J" input of flip-flop 1C2, which will go to Q on the next positive transition
i
of the master clock's 1--11z signal.. The negative transition at pin 9 of IC2 will
trigger monost:abl.e multivi.brator.s lC3 and IC4. Since pin 2 of gate 2 is already
high. due to the READY signal, CLDIV will, go low setting all dividers up to 1
secoW to Proper states for clock synchronization. This signal also ;resets 7:C1
and IC2 to their Q states. IC4 generates a time interval of approximately 0.7
seconds.(it must be over 0.6 second in duration) which, inverted at pin 6 of
agate 2, ;xoduces the negative inhibit signal stopping the normal. I-second and
1-hour carries to -the accumulators.
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As stated in the la:;t para--maph, monostable utultivibrator 1 C produaiurr
the nominal 11 •-µs" CLDXV si rulal holds all dividers in their "cleared" states. This
cleared state is not all zeroes. I-Iota that, on clock schematic 2 (2995-4878-2D)
ICIA O
 101B and IC2 are held in their Q states by the CLDXV sign.n.l. Note also that
the carries from IC3A and IC3D come from their sides rather than the usual Q
side. With this arrangement, the first input pulse of 2048 klTz from IC15B will
ivirnediately change the states of IC3A throu gh IM and issue a carry pulse to
•	
litIC14A. If these flip-flops had been wired for normal dividers, then very nearly
15 lts would have elapsed before a carry was produced for IC4A.
The SATS clock, in the absence of flip- glop time delays, would be fast
by 3.1 ji-s if the CLDIV has a duration of 4 ms. Allowing a propagation delay of
0.1 14s per flip-flop from IC4A on to the I-11z antput pulse, on odditional delay
of 2 jis may be expected. Theoretically, therefore, if the CLDIV pulse is 4 µs
then the SATS should, as now instrumented, be set about 9 µs fast. CLDIV should
be increased in duration to permit proper, exact setting.
When the inhibit output at pin 8 of IC4 is high and RECOG lines are
low, FASTC11and FASTC2 go low, These signals are applied to the two upda'Ce
logie systemo in the SATS. Let us go to the I-11z input system on clock circuit 4
(2995-4876-2D). FASTCl going low at 12 of IC43 enables IC39 and the 16-kllz signal
is passed. Zile seconds, minutes, decades now rapidly slew until a time is reached
which is the same as that of the master clock. When recognition is received,
RECOG goes high and FASTCl returns positive. The hours, days block operates
independently in exactly the same fashion.-
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ANIECHANUCAL DESICN ANTD PACK&GUG
3.1 Catroduction
In addition to developing a design of the l i;nginaarin- Models
capable of meeting the onviroamoubal requirements for Manned Space Kight,
additional packaging goals were set for Part II of the contract. Those wereCv7	 0
reduced size and weight. The construction methods to achieve, and In fact
iE
exceed, most: of these goals, are discuseed in the balance of this section.
3.2 Outer Cosa Assemb ly
The outer case of th 3 SATS is a built-up assembly fabricated from
6061 Aluminum and dip-brazed. This construction technique provides high strength
with the use of thin sections. The dip-brazing technique further provides air-
tight joints at the many metal interfaces. The assembly is heat treated (to T4),
selectively nickel plated (tor soldering of hermetic connectors), then chromate
conversion coated.
3.3 optical Package Assembly
One end of the SATS case contains the optical Package which is berme--
	
t
ti }ally sealed. Hermetic coverts, manufactured by Parker Seal Conipany , are held
by screws at each end of the optical package. One end cover is visible in the
assembled SATS; one is within the compartment containing the electronics modules.
These seals use the "Gask .-O.- Seal" technique familiar in other. NASA applications.
	 ^
Leakage is expected to be approximately 23 cubic centimeters per year for the
two bulkhead gaskets, and about IQ cubic centimeters a year for the two hermetic
connectors between the Optical Package and.module compartment. These rates are
based on a pressure differential of one atmosphere.
Pressure tests were conducted on the empty Optical package compartment
to 45psig, with no apparent deformation of the side walls. Pressure was applied
internally. As finally assembled, further stiffening contributes further to the
stiffness of the assembly.
p 1 
^M MOM 11'
	
.  .. .. .. ..
The Optical Package assombly is foamed in place using NOPCO 11-402.
`.,his foam is used primarily for its low thermal conductivity. The spaces
*b6tween the cavity and the inner shield, plus those between the oven assembly
and the inner shield are filled with Dow Corning "Sylgard" 188 potting resin.
This material is a low-durometer shock-absorbing solventless silicone resin.
It has low adhesive ability, good damping qualities, and repairability. Physical
and electftcal characteristics are very stable over the required temperature
and humidity range.
Within the Optical Package assembly is the Lamp Oven Assembly ,  em-
bedded in Dnerson'and Cuming FP11 "Eccof oam. " The FPH has higher thermal con-
ductivity but is used for its higher* temperature suitability in the lamp assembly
over the NOPCO 1-1-402.
3.4 Module Layout and Construction
The final module layout was developed with consideration of the
weight and volume goals, intermodule relationships and signal flow.
Each individual module is housed in a thin aluminum dip-brazed can.
Each can has stainless steel threaded inserts for later attachment to the SATS
case.
After component attachment to the module boards, the modules are hard
interwired before individual potting, again using Sylgard 188.
The hard wired array is then installed in the SATS case and,final
wiring completed. After checkout, the case -is level filled to the access door
with Sylgard 183, and the side plate attached.
3.5 Individual Mod-ale Construction
A typical module contains one or more etched circuit cards with solder
terminals at one end. The etched boards are jigged in place prior to the Sylgard
fill.
The Power Supply module is designed as one end of the SATS outer case
and is installed at the time 
of the other electronics modules, prior to overall
n
res:i•n fi.11in of the SATS case.
3,6 174tf ^cnal Connections
All input and output. connections are brought out oil the trap face
of the outer case; this face also carries the identification legends. Factory
adjustment holes are present on the top, bottom and sides of the outer case.
3. 7 Mounting of the Coin lete SATS
The main SAN'S case is normally mounted for test and use by 23 screws
in the side flanges.
3.8 Atta ined bloohanical Performance
Worlc statement goals for weight and volume were 25 lbs and 600 cubic
inches, respectively. The final package weighed 18.5 l.bs and occupied 441.4
s
cubic :inches, plus mounting flanges. The attained volume including -the mounting
flanges was 551.3 cubic inches.
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4. 0 IL-1 ST D&A
Typieal data are pr6tieated to demonu grate the perform .ance of the SM'S
de.;  lon, mc,(l under J? art 11 of this coittriact -
4.1 VRT-1 111-'NICY AMPUSUS CASE TMNV)1J-,R!WVRE
Vk, iure 4.1 shows the temperature dependence of the frequency of the
SXXS. Friaquancy was dates milted by averaging 10 consecutive 100-second measure-
monts. A Cesium Beam Staadardd-was the ra gerence. The error limits shown indi-
cate the reproducibility limits of the measurement. For this measurement, the
SATS was placed inside a test chamber with fast air circulation in a normal
oparatin; position. No heat sin1c was used and the case temperature, measured
by a thermocouple attached to the mounting flange, was only about lw2°C higher
than the air temperature.
The total frequency change from -35 * C to 4.61°C case temperature is
less than 7 x 10-11 taking the worst case error limits.
4. 2 V LE_QLJEN1CY VERSUS SUPPLY VOLTAO
Figure 4.2 shows the effect on the SATS frequency when the input voltage
is variad.
	 Each point sho.-m was the average of 10 consecutive 10-second reading.
The reference was a Cesium BeanL Standard, Error limits are indicated.	 While the
graph drawn shows a small frequency change, over the input voltage range, its
siga:Lficance is questionable as a straight line could Ve drawn within the error
limits of each point.	 The worst case indicates about 4 x 1.0	 for input voltages
from 22 to 34 volts,
4.3	 SHORT-TERNM STABILLeY VERSUS TENIMATURE
For the measurement of short-term stability with 1-second averaging
time the Cesium Beam Standard was replaced by a 5 M RZ, precision crystal
oscillator (General Radio 1115-M) as the 1-second stability of the Cesium Beam
Staiidard is not satisfactory. No sigaificant variation of short-tenli stability
is observed over the full temperature range.
4.4 SHORT-TERM STABILTUTTY 14TESCELLMOUS DATA
Fi3uxa 4.4.1 shows the results 
of 
measurements of frequency deviation
for averaging times from 0.1 second to 10 seconds. The reference standard is a
5 Mjjz , precision, crystal oscillator (General Radio 13.15-BX). For these -measure-
ments the digital circuitry of the SATS was disabled to measure the performance
of the rubidium frequency standard part of the SATS. The frequency deviation
I
^i5.8 x 10-33* . rms for -C = 0.1 second
1.7 x 10- 11 rms for T m I second
5.4 x 10 -12 rms for 'G = 10 seconds
These data are consistent with a	 behavior, predicted by the theory of
operation. The contributions of the measuring system (including the reference
standard) are also shown. Fj,gure 4.4.3 is a block diagram of
 this system.
Figure 4.4.2 shows the measured frequency deviation at 25% when all
digital circuits in the SATS are active and all = ,-,puts are loaded. The results
are somewhat worse than without and indicate a small amount of interference from
digital circuitry affecting the performance of the rubidium standard iii the
SATS The difference is small enough to be insignificant.
4.5 INPUT PMTER VERSUS TEIVERATURE,
As a large percentage of the total power consumed by the SLATS is used
to heat ovens, the total. input power varies as a function of ambient temperature.
Figure 4 . 5 shows the- input power at 28 volts versus case temperature. The input
power is
14.4 W at +61°C
19.0 W at +240C
29.4 W at -34°C
The accuracy of the power measurement is approximately :kl%.
4.6 INPUT. POWER VERSUS MUT VOVXAGH
Figure 4.6 shows that the power supply efficiency is essentially
independent of the input voltage, i.e., the input power does not change over
the input voltage range from 22 to 34 volts.
4.7-	MAGNT-TIC FIELD EFYECTS
These measurements indicate the effects of magnetic fields on the
frequency of the SATS.	 Due to the nature of the atomic resonance, the frequency
it	 is affected only by fields in the axial direction of the Optical Package. 	 A
set of large, calibrated Helmholtz coils was used to generate the ambient field.
The susceptibility of individual SATS units varies somewhat due to different
magnetic bias points of the Optical Packages.	 As the magnetic bias is used to
compensate for manufacturing tolerances of frequency adjustment of the cells,
variations are expected. 	 The data shown represent worst case conditions and
the worst frequency change between any orientation in the earth's magnetic field
is about 2.5 x 10
4.8	 INTEIGHT BUDGET
Table 4.8 compares the original weight estimates with the results
achieved.	 Significant differences reflect design changes from the original
concept, particularly in the weight of the major piece of hardware, the SATS
case, and the additional Modules for the Magnetic Bias Net xwork and the RF Amplifier,
NEW
x°
W MI11T BUDGET 1ASA SCATS
Y-.T>R "v ++M ^rs.tA_N-	 w+AFe:ssewafac .staaK .	 ;
4
p
Weight (Poull"Is)
. Item Original Estimate Actual
POWER SUPPLY (GULT ON) 2.5 2.75
SERVO 1.1 .75
jMULTIPLIER (PX, SDRL) 1.0 .8
t
vaYO + PLOMS 1.2 1.5
HEATER CONTROLLER 1.0 .75^
SATS CASE INCLUDING OPTICAL PACKAGE 10.0 8.2 }
CLOG 1.5 2.0;
S
MAGNETIC BIAS NE1117OR.K
3e
RF AMPLIFIER .2
HARDWARE, COMECTORS, FINAL RESIN
ir ^
4
FILL, + CONTINGENCIES 1.7 1.45
..w.w..+. 	
...	
.'...... w•r.+. r...+........w+o..^+.w..w..0
r
}
c
+.q......ro_.+..u^..+.+..scn	 - v.
1
TOTAL 20.0 18.5
i
z
NOT INCLUDED IN ORIGINAL DESIGN
•
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4.9 P(Y,IJ3R BuDGEN
Tal)le 4.9.1 is a power: budget for the SA'J:S operating at 25 0 0 &wbient
temperature. Each of the four supplies is listed separately. The total power
i
of each nodule is listed as net power. Table 4.9.2 lists heater power at three
temperatures. The figures are for power taken from the 1-35-volt supply and do
r
not include power supply Josses. Table 4.9.3 lists the gross input powerfor
the SATS at three temperatures. The s=ame data are shoini, as a graph, in Figure
l
4.5.	 l
t
3
xj
I
PCbTrR 1?4JAJ IET SATS
3h
WATTS AT	 250C
TOTAL
ITEM 35 VOLTS 20 VOLTS 6 VOLTS	 5 .4 VOLTS ^'77,'C ^ k
V CXO AND PLONMS ^ ^ ^ .., 3.2 3.2
TAULT1PLIER — - 1.4 — -	 - — 1. 4
LAIT OSCILLATOR _— 1.1 --	 -- 1.1
SERVO -- .5 —	 -- .5
z
PIMAMPLIFIER .. - .05 _ —	 — .05
RP AD1PLIVIER .3
MAGNETIC BIAS NETWORK -- .1
HEATER CONTROLLER -- .6 .15	 -- .75
DIGML CIRCUITS --' .05 1.3	 1.5 2.85
MAIN HEATER 3.0 --` ---	 -- 3.0 '-
LIW' MATER - 1.6
TIP HEATER .4
'
— — -	
—
-
1i
1101HER BUJ" 1-,' : - SXVS I3^I^.r,^) ^ + a t^?^ 	 5Lii2..iCYV_.a-z -Mt':iuc.-.RUYS^rrxw . :-s_x'.
C
Taiiiperaturc
,-35 0 c •1.25 0 0 +6000
MAIN IMATER 6.5 3.0 .9
LAW 11EATER 3.2 1.6 .65
TIP HEATER .9 . 4 .09
CRYSTAL OVEN 3.3 1.5 0.5
TOTAL (NET)	 13.9
	
6.5
	 2.14
Table 4. 9. 2
4 .10 V*rBIWJ!T0II A111D SHOCK("1	 11 -1—
Vibration and shock tests were conducted at Acton Etiviromwintal Testing
Corporation. Vacilities (lid not permit the measurina of frequency performance
during vibration and the test was for survival only. After the tests, no visible
dari,a-0a was noticed and electrical performance was normal. In particular, no
permanent change iii .frequency eras observed. Test report is included.
After delivery to IISC, Houston, preliminary vibration tests indicated,
essentially, satisfactory performance under sinusoidal vibration but during high
level random vibration test the servo loop unlocked. As the random vibration was
considered less critical than the sinusoidal vibration, further investigation was
indicated.
Preliminary shock tests at MSC, Houston, showed no significant frequency
changes due to shock. Some time after the shock test the SATS failed and was
returned for correction. When received at General Radio the SATS was operating
normally and, due to the intermittent nature of the problem, it was decided to
provoke failure by additional vibration e,,,,.,posure*
This approach was successful and the failure was found to be caused by
the 8.192 quartz crystal unit used in the Master Crystal Oscillator. The quartz
plate was loose inside its vacuum enclosure due to metal fatigue breakage of the
mounting straps. It was immediately obvious that a resonance was required 'to
damage the unit. The crystal unit was specified to have no resonance below 2000 I-Iz
and to operate properly at 15 G acceleration levels.
A spare crystal, unit was mounted on a shaker and ., tests conducted. No
resonance was observed when the specified swept vibration was applied, but a
careful search, manually, showed an extremely narrow resonance of the crystal
7--
supports at about 1500 11%. This ro-o-onauce was too hi gh in Q to be excited under
the specified frequeaep-swept vibration. The resonance was only a few hertz
w de.
Under random vibration, there was sufficient energy at the critical
frequeney to xxcita the resonance, causing excessive frequency modulation before
ultimate catastrophic failure of the quartz crystal unit.
Improved quartz crystals were obtained, the Master Crystal Oscillators
rebuilt, and vibration tests on the VCXO-PLOM Module showed excallent performance
under vibration. At a sinusoidal vibration level of 3 G,the frequency deviation
-
of the output frequency was less than I x 10 9 peak to peak except for a very
slight resonance at 360 IN with 2 x 10-9 peak to peak. This performance is
substantially better than required and it is expected that the problems during
random vibration have been eliminated. Improved performance under sinusoidal
IC-
vibration is anticipated.
The Optical. Package has a resonance at about 4 .00 Hz with. Q of about
10. It is
 not considered serious to terms of structural integrity and, because
it is sufficiently away from the modulation rate of the servo loop, not detrimental
to the performance 
of 
the SATS. To correct this resonance, major mechanical
changes in the Optical Package would be required.
OF
The test data presented indicate that the objectives of the contract
have been met ill essential details and prove the feasibility oR rubidium frequency
standards for space applications. In many areas substantial improvements beyond
specifications have been achieved,. particularly in size, weight, and power
consumption. Table 4.11 compares some of the significant specifications with
the results obtained.
n
P
Specifications
Size	 600 in 3
Weight	 25 lb
Max Power (25°C) 	 30 W
Max Power (-34 0 C)	 42 14
Short-Term, Stability 	 3x1.0 --11
Frequency versus Temperature 	 1 x 10-10
Actual
442 in3
18.5 lb
19 W
29.5 W
2 x 10-
0.7 x 10-10
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5	 GENERAT, llTSCIJSSTCN
The ba y tc des i ;n o.: the SATS was cnrr t, 2,J out under Part I of the
contract, Dopartures From the orlj,, inal design have been made without Mly
sl;;iiIftcrn,il- change oC the basic block din t;ram. Mort cif the chanuer. have been
rccommended, 1.11 the Phial Report, Part T, 3.1; others were required to, Vilprovr the
performance to meet the specif icat ton for the SATS.
5.1 OPTICAL PACKAGE
The requirements of better thermal perform:uice and short-term stability
have boon met by si!bsti.tuting .ain Optical Package of p,:oprtetary Ceneral Radio
design, developed for comniercIaL uso. The filter cell and the absorption cell
operate at: the s.acae tcm.perat ► ire, of i.mfivititig oac complete temperal.ure control
system. Co ►r,bined vith a Highly cffi.cicnt• ti.r;ht so ► lrce for opttcal pumping, this
i	 dcsil; ►i has Improved the short-term st .bility (1 second) by 5: 1 and Lhe stabiliLy
over the temperature ran-e by abouL 7:1. A ,- the same tune,	 therm11 losses
have resulted, in a very Substantlal reduction In power requiremenL. Total power
for the Optical Packa-e was reduced from 26 wati::i 1:0 1.5 watts.It- -34°C. 'flee
prc_a:ie ► re sensitiviLy Of Lhe ab:;orptlo ►i colt is such that it was not necessary
to reduce the op^r,.iting pressure of Llie sealed Optical Packa,e belc:,i atmospheric
10-1e1., reducing the significance of small leakage during long p(iriods of storage.
^ . 2 PCNE.11 S IJI'PLY
The power supply had to be redesigned Lo meet the requirements for tota l
de i.solat--ion of the SATS from the input povier supply lines. By careful design and
elimination of some iaafl:ic.ient (di.ssipat-iv,i) regulators, L-lic overall efficiency
c
6
Cd was t ►ureascd from 64"/, (Part I) to 30'7. in spite of much increascd power going
throu;h the converter (.ill high-powered heaters or, the ori j;U.-it SATS dosi&n
took the power from the uiire,utated input lino),	 r ,;rovcd st.ibi.lity of th.2 critical
20 . -volt rn&ulrnted supply was achieved by using -in external precision reference
volta3co
5.3 MASTER CRYSTAL OSC TM ATOR
A proprietary Cenerat Radio design w4u) adopted b cause of its improved
performance, reedy avai.labi l Uy,and the la:&e amount of performance data on hand
due to large volume production.
The clioi.c-- of a crystal operating at 8.192 1411z rather than 16.334 ^Ulv,
is made because of Che oscillator design and the possibility to eliminate one
flip--flop in the synthesizer/multiplier circuit:.,;. In addition,	 this unit contains
I	
a precision zener reference diode insidc, the oven, making available, a verge stably
reference voltage for the power supply prcci.sion regulator.
.4 14.848 -1-TIN, SICNAL
The o ri&i is 1 design derived the 14.843 - M117.signal by sub tr. -;c t in (in a
mixer) 1.536 .efiii from 1.6.384 MHz. The 1.536 --1%IIIz si&iial was ubLaitied by d_., 3 lding
the 16.334 by a factor of 32 to 512 kilt and then multiplying by 3. Temperature
do.peiidence of the output- ns well as the relatively la ge size of the tuned circuits
required have led to Lhe substitution of a simple Phase-locked Crysral-Oscillator
1Tultipl.ier (PLO11) which produces thn- 29Lh harmonic of Lho 512 kitz.
5.5 MUT,TJP LTER CHAIN
In Part T, the high
 --Frequency 'full:i.pl.ier was driven from 20.430 MIIz
derived by adding; 16.334 MHz and 4.096 M,Iz. ' This 20.480-1 ,11lz signal was multiplied
0	 •
X 9 to WA.52 t`iilr.. A step - vueovery diudle. multiplier produced the required signal
.1t 6.8 Udlz (X 17). Severe O tf. C icutticrs were ±n!ountcrcd and a tna jor cedes f n tins
rc:cowmiendc,l .
Thn ncv ctd`sion :st'arts with a 4.096 -Mlty st-nal whtch Is i.atltipl iced! to
61. 1i l► Ntl[% (X 15) by a Phase-Locked Crystal 0,cillat:or Mult:iplter (PLOM). A. new
design for the Micro,4avo Multiplier/,•li.xer section was sttbcoittracted to Resdel
l:tidincering, Arcadia, CaliCoriila, chosen with approval front Vartan and MSA.
This unit multiplies the 61.44 11111, to 184.32 (X 3) aad then by 31 to it step-
recovery diode multiplier. The breadboard unit submitted shoc-led excellent
performance in all,  tests .
The first of the dativesble units was, received in May 1969. To. st
dal-:I ) 	 ►tot as good ,ns the breadtbo ard data, i«dt.cated saLifsfncl-	 -)r-
Mince. N1'ter complete assembly and potting of the fir: -,L SATS, thi , L failed.
The faildtre occttr.red at high temperature and was evidenced by a 6 :1 reduction in
:slgnnl amplitude from the Optical. Pickage. Later ittvestig:itlon showed th;it this
was due to par;_trnottrtc osci.lUtti.ons of the st'cp-rccovery diode. The untL- was
removed front SAT.S and returned to the supplier. As the second unit had-not been
delivered :tt- that time, no further work could be done on SATS T. ^t took in
excess of roue months ,ztid three design/rewot:k/evalu,.tt'ioii cycl ,.s before this
problcia was solved. In adldtt ton, difficulties drvel.oped wlth the mixer unit,
obt:aiond by Resdel from Mel.:l bs. The original breadb r;ard tiniL of the Microwave
MulLi.pl.ier/Mixer was returned to Resdel for i.nvo -.cigatlon of aay possible
dtfferences. Ul.tirtately, the li.fficdtlt:i.es r ,Lth the multipliers were resolved by
Resdel, but the probl-_- s with the Mc:lab^ mixer (puur, conversion efficiency and
erratic performance, were noe: solved until completely new mixers were obtained
from Aert-ccli and the tlelaus units abandoucd.
n61
	
	
't'ite wick.• rnnUe of urtbtrtit cetnpernturr.s spcctl• ind Cur the SETS cctuLineJ
with the requirement foc stable outl»tt level makes the design of this vul.Hpl,.ei
dilftcult.	 It nppearti that: such multiptiers ca ►: L-! bu) It. Aivance:s of, tile; State
of the nrt may ritnke this tasif easier. A:; the Crequctu:y of the 3ATS) Is .affccL•cd
by microwave level chin-cs, Citri-her imhrovemGnt of tuts ,rttt:ip1 ter would he
de:iirable. Until advanced :state o.f rite .art makes this pracLicnl, an alternate
soluCtoa shoulu be considered for further development.
Much Jiq)roved perfor y.mace over the entire tcmner.:tttre ran-a can be
obt.ii.l:_d by locating the step-recovery diode tri.th its associated circuitry atnd
Llte miXer inside the oven in the Optical Par':a;e. At: constant operating
temperature, the step-recovery diode multiplier can costly he adjusted for
optimum performance and will not be subject to the difficulties observed. This
requires scrie redesign of the Optical Pickage to provide room inside thy, :t•Ain
i
Oveli, btit the overall size of the Optical Package may not have to be clw-, ,;ed.
Carefttt tnvesti,,ot:i.on would be required to determine other consequences such aa:
Mitional heat in the MaIn Oven and ma t nctLe field clue to current t:hruttgh is
d Lucie.
5.6 D):OTTA1, CIRCUITS
Substantial effort was required to improve t:he clock setting ar.rangemelil:.
The mixlmum t:Ime for updating the ctoc;k was reduced from about 6 ntlnuLes to less
than t y ecoad. ;tech longer cables betwoon the SATS and tlic clock t_tpdatin- controt
are now permissible. Provisions for pro-ramming the clock for 365 -duty or 366-
day (leap yea):) infervals and short-circuit protected output buffers for Lila
Low-frequency di g ital circuits were don igncd as required by changes in the
specifications for the SATS.
r'i.7
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The oriuinal dos i-n used analog wNtng to add 123 kltz iiid 16 kliz to
144 kliz. This 1 144 - klii sl,;ncll w.-Is alien added in anoLlier mtxcr to the 2A kit%
fur x:00-klt/. ouLput, foLlcwed by a 4: l di.vidOr to goL 100-kllz out:put:. A I.:oL.11
of 3c-.,en tuned circa i.t:; was required for f 1.1 t-ering and temperature Compeasat ton
proved difficult. A d1gttal r,ti%ine, arrangerwiiL•
 vas dest;nc^d to replace the two
tat.xers aitd tli(-^ nw-ber of tuned circuits reducad to two.
5.8 i•tIS CV, T.,TyOk;!1;CUS
frequency cltangea C^Mscd by connecting the cables to (-.lie 'feat and
Ca1f.br.-1L1Ot1 Unit repo;:Lud in fin.-A Report, Part 1, 2.2 Nava been eliminated.
Test: Cables Can 11o .,,1 be connected or disconnected without effects on the frequency
of the S.' TS .
__.	
.. "T
ir
6.0 RECOM-1ENDATIMNS AN n CONCLUSIONS
Diffi.cultics experienced with tho Microwave Multiplier/Mixer over
the wide ambik gat	 )er:ILure rmi ;e sut— est th:it, in future development,bj
pnrticul.ar .zLtertt:i.C,-'. to this unit is required. The possibility of locating
the Microwave Multiplier/Mixer inside the Main Oven of the Optical Package
should be in,, -stigaL"ed since thaL approach is likely to eliminate the probloms
encountered.
The digital circuits should be located in a completely separate
comp.irCment to reduce interferencr on the rubidium reference. While not of
sign.l f7icance for Hie 1-second sliorL-Larm stability as speci-f-i-ed, this
interference becomes increasingly more importa,iL for any potential applications
where ;liorter averabing times are used.
Better accessibility of test points for factory clieckout and cal.i-
bratioa is desirable to improve maintainabil.ic .1	 Y
The feasibility of a Spacecraft Atomic Timing Sys Lera using a
liyperfi.ne transition of rubidium as frequency reference leas been demonstrated.
Si,;nifi.cant improvements in the state of the art have been mad^. }tigher
operating tomperature, wider temperature range, and less size, weight, and
power consumpLioii are the most important achievements.
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Company
10.0 Abstract_	 r;o visible or ap p arent evidence of daraoe
or deterioration to the test item as a re-
sult of vibration and shock tests.
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1.0	 PEn 10 'U1EIJS
C
1 1	 VI0 RAT ION
	
1.1.1	 Random and siliusoidal motion sna11 be
ap p lied sequentially alone Each of three (3) mutually
	
per p endicular axes for a total of 36 minutes. 	 !'an-
dom spectra is referenced to a Ion-lo q p lot and held
to a +3J;, power snectra1 der sity
12.3 n R;'S for five (5) minutes
10 l!z .O1 q.2/!±z
10-75 Hz Linear increase to .lnc`"/Hz
75-200 Pz Constant .11n`
200-2JO0 Pz Linear decrease to .O,g`/Hz
5 a RI-IS for t,,-rent,/-f i ve (25 ) mi nutes
10 !!z .0017n2/l!z
10-76 liz Linear increase to .023n 2111!z
75-200 Hz Constant .023g 2/!'z
200-2000 Hz Linear decrease .0082n2/Hz
1.1.2 Sinusoidal motion shall be s ,.-!ent 1onari-
thmically from 5 liz to ?_ l:Hz to : !!z i ►i 6 minutes in
each :,f the three (3) mutually per p endicular ax^s.
6 - 10 !!z
	
Constant .20 in D.A.
10-26 Hz	 Constant +lq
26-56 Hz
	
Constant .03 in D. A.
56-2000 liz
	
Lonstant +5q
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	1.2
	 SH0C1%
1 . 2 . 1 Shock i:nrul ses at 39 n's for 11 +1 milli -
SecondS. 'There wi11 he three ( 3 ) shocks in each dir -
ection of three (3) mutuall y p er p endicular axes for
a total of 13 shock impulses.	 Shock in p ut wi 1 1 be a
sa y,-tooth wave form with 10 +1 mi 1 1 i seconds rise and
1 +1 milliseconds deca y time.	 Comnonent shall he
operating during test.
2.0 PPOCEDUnES
	
2.1	 VIBP.ATInN
The test item, secured b y its normal means to a non-
resilient test fixture secured to the exciter of
the vibration s y stem, %. as subjected to the random
vibration test per requirements.
Following the vibration test, the test item was
visuall y examined.
	
2.2	 SNCCK
The test item, mounted by its normal mean; to a non-
resilient test fixture secu r ed to the n 1 atform of
the smock machine, was subjected to the shock test
Der requirements.
Follo ,:iina the shock test, the test item was visually
examined.
Report No.	 7123
r AWL
3.0 RLSULTS
	
3.1	 VIBRATION
There was no visible or anoarent evidence o' damane
or deterioration to the test item as a result of thy,
vibration test.
	
3.2 
	 SIIOG K
There eras no visible or annarent evidence of tiaranP
or deterioration to the test item as a result of the
shock. test.
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